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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, a distributed extremum seeking and cooperativ control algorithm is designed for
mobile agents to disperse themselves optimally in maintaining communication quality and maxi-
mizing their coverage. The networked mobile agents locallyform a virtual multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) communication system, and they cooperatively communicate among them by us-
ing the decode and forward cooperative communication technique. The outage probability is used
as the measure of communication quality, and it can be estimated real-time. A general performance
index balancing outage probability and spatial dispersionis chosen for the overall system. The ex-
tremum seeking control approach is used to estimate and optimize the value of the performance
index, and the cooperative formation control is applied to move the mobile agents to achieve the
optimal solution by using only the locally-available information. Through the integration of coop-
erative communication and cooperative control, network connectivity and coverage of the mobile
agents are much improved when compared to either non-cooperative communication approaches
or other existing control results. Analytical analysis is carried out to demonstrate the performance
and robustness of the proposal methodology, and simulationis done to illustrate its effectiveness.
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Assume that we have a network of many single antenna mobile nod s. These nodes may be a
sensor network or any other application. In addition, the nodes need to share information among
themselves while they are performing their desired tasks. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a sensor
network and the dotted lines represent the available directcommunication links that the corre-
sponding nodes can use to share data. A communication link between any two agents is active
whenever a certain communication quality is ensured between th m. Obviously, the closer the n-
odes are to each other, the better the communication qualitywi l be achieved. However, the nodes
may be required to expand their coverage in order to achieve mor tasks. Thus, we need to find
a technique that will allow to expand the coverage while maintaining the same communication
quality with the minimum cost possible.
One possible way is to use the cooperative communication technique which in recent years, is
gaining a lot of focus and which provides promised improvements in the performance of wire-
less communication systems. The basic idea of the cooperativ communication is to utilize the
existing neighboring nodes to compose a local virtual Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
communication system. Hence, many of the advantages of the MIMO systems can be achieved
via cooperation without the need of installing multiple antennas at each node which may not be
practical for physical and cost aspects. Examples of one relay and two relays cooperative commu-
nication systems are shown in Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3 respectively. A node serves as a relay if
it cooperates with a source to send data to a destination. Therefor , any node might behave as a
source, a relay, or a destination for the overall system.
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In a communication perspective, to achieve the best performance in terms of communication qual-
ity and coverage, the following questions need to be investigated:
• What is the optimal number of the cooperative relays?
• Which nodes are good to be chosen as cooperative relays for a certain link?
• What are the optimal locations for the cooperative relays?
Answering these questions gives a clear view of how a cooperativ communication system works
and what are the best ways to utilize the existing system resou ces to achieve the best communi-
cation quality as well as expanding the communication coverag to the possible maximum. Next,
in a control perspective, if the nodes are required to expandthe overall coverage while maintain-
ing a certain communication quality distributively, cooperatively and using only local available
information, the following questions need to be investigated:
• How to decide the optimal number of relays and how to move froma certain number of
relays to another?
• How to search for the optimal locations?
• How to move the nodes to the optimal locations?
2













The objective of this thesis is to design a distributed extremum seeking and cooperative control law
for networked mobile agents such that a desired communication quality level is achieved while ex-
panding the coverage to the possible maximum. The information between the networked mobile
agents are shared via a cooperative communication approachin which the mobile agents coopera-
tively compose a virtual MIMO communication system.
Literature Review
Cooperative control is a new class of control systems which have been an active area of research
since the last decade [36]. One of its early application has aformation control of vehicles [12, 39].
In [39], many linear and nonlinear cooperative control approaches are investigated and analyzed.
In addition, cooperative control is used to maintain network connectivity of wireless sensor net-
works. Example works are shown in [33, 10, 34, 8] and [24].
In [10], the connectivity of a network of mobile robots is controlled based on a proximity commu-
nication model like discs or a uniformly fading signal strength of communication links. However,
in many situations, these proximity communication models may not be practical due to dynamic
environments of the robots which may add many communicationnoises that are not captured by the
proximity model. In [38], a theoretic information based performance index is designed to ensure
both connectivity and coverage. This performance index is afunction of the outage probability
which can be measured in real time. Hence, it captures any drop in the channel that may happened
due to shadowing or any other fading source.
The author of [38] used an extremum seeking control to searchfo t e optimum locations of the n-
4
odes specified by the performance index. More on the algorithm and stability analysis of extremum
seeking control can be found in [27]. In [3], a multivariableextremum seeking approach stability
analysis is given for linear plants. Another multivariableextremum seeking approach is given in
[40] and an application of its usage is in [41].
Cooperative communication is a new communication technique that utilizes the benefits of MI-
MO communication system and relaying communication to enhance the communication quality
of wireless networks [22, 15]. In fact, cooperative communication is considered to be a virtu-
al MIMO communication system where the cooperating nodes behave like virtual antennas for
the system [45, 42, 5]. The cooperating nodes add diversity to he network and the most used
protocols to utilize this diversity is presented in [23, 28]. In these protocols, the performance is
evaluated by the outage probability which, in turn, is derivd from the Shannon capacity. Some
exact formulas of outage probabilities and the corresponding performance analysis are shown in
[43, 1, 4, 47, 21, 30, 29]. The locations of the cooperating nodes and network structure play a major
role in the performance of cooperative communication system . It is shown in [9, 18, 50, 37, 32]
that the communication coverage can be expanded further by carefully selecting the cooperat-
ing nodes locations. Some relay assignment protocols used to xtend the coverage are shown in
[20, 19, 48]. In addition, some more work in the effects of thecooperative communication on the
connectivity and coverage of wireless sensor networks are shown in [26, 46, 14].
Main Achievements
The main achievements of this work are:
1. Designing a performance index for two-relays decode and forward cooperative communica-
tions. This performance index is an extension to the performance index of noncooperative
5
communications proposed in [38].
2. Designing and analyzing the stability of two-variable extr mum seeking control. This is an
extension to the one-variable extremum seeking control proposed in [27].
3. Designing a cooperative control law for a cooperative communication system. This is an
extension to the cooperative control law of noncooperativecommunication system proposed
in [38].
Furthermore, the results of the following published paperswere regenerated:
1. All the results of [38], which is about designing a cooperative control and extremum seeking
for noncooperative communication systems. The thesis workis an extension to the coopera-
tive communication systems.
2. Most of the results shown in [4]. Here, the outage probability formula of decode and for-
ward cooperative communications was regenerated using twomethods. In addition, many
of new Matlab simulations were applied in order to better understand the behaviour of the
cooperative communication systems.
3. Most of the results shown in [27]. The one-variable extremum seeking approach and its
corresponding stability analysis using the averaging method was regenerated.
Report Organization
The remaining parts of the report are organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the problem for-
mulation and stability analysis of cooperative formation ctrol. The communication aspects are
discussed in two chapters: Chapter 3 where the outage formulation and analysis of decode and
6
forward cooperative communications are presented, and Chapter 4, in which the communication
coverage and connectivity analysis is investigated. Chapter 5 is about the extremum seeking con-
trol. Combining the cooperative control and extremum seeking for cooperative communications is
shown in Chapter 6. Finally, a conclusion of the work done andfuture work suggestion is given in
Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2: COOPERATIVE FORMATION CONTROL
Problem Formulation
Consider a group ofn networked mobile agents of the following dynamics [38]:
ẋi = ui, (2.1)
wherexi ∈ ℜm is the coordinate of theith agent,ui ∈ ℜm is the control to be designed. The
connectivity between all the agents is described by a piecewise-constant binary matrix S(t). As
shown in [39], there is a time sequence:{tk : k ∈ ℵ} such thatS(t) = S(tk) for all t ∈ [tk, tk+1)











1 s12(tk) . . . s1n(tk)
















wheresi j = 1, if the information ofx j(t) is received by theith agent, andsi j = 0 if otherwise. In
order to achieve a certain formation, the following nonlinear cooperative control is used to theith
agent:
ui = µ ∑
j∈Ni










)(x j −xi), (2.3)
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whereµ > 1 is the control gain,Ni is the set of neighboring agents ofith agent,ϕi j are constant
gains. MatrixD = [di j ] is nonnegative and row-stochastic,r∗i j andr i j , ||x j − xi || are the desired




) in (2.3) behaves like an attractive force (i.e, theith andjth agents move toward each
other). The term becomes a repulsive force ifr i j < r∗i j (i.e, theith andjth move away from each
other). Thus, the desired separation distancer∗i j for all j ∈ Ni can be ensured distributively and
asymptotically, provided that matrixS(t) or (its corresponding graph) is cumulatively connected
[39].
In order to prove the stability of system (2.1) under control(2.3), lets define the normalized er-
ror of ei j =
x j−xi
r i j
. Hence, the closed loop system becomes:
ẋi = µ ∑
j∈Ni
di j (x j −xi − r
∗
i j ei j ), µ ∑
j∈Ni
di j (x̂ j −xi), (2.4)
wherex̂ j = x j − r∗i j ei j .
We need to show ˆx j → xi , which in turn impliesx j −xi → r∗i j ei j . It is clear that
µxi ∑
j∈Ni
di j (x̂ j −xi)6 0 (2.5)





di j (x̂ j −xi)− ∑
j∈Nk
dk j(x̂ j −xk)
]
6 0 (2.6)
for all values ofx(t) with xi(t) = max16 j6nx̂ j(t) andxk(t) = min16 j6nx̂ j(t). ShouldD(t) be u-
niformly sequentially complete, we know from theorem 6.8 of[39], that given (2.5) and (2.6),
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system (2.4) is both uniformly Lyapunov stable and asymptotically cooperatively stable. That is
r i j asymptotically converges tor∗i j .
It is important to mention that for the problem under investiga on, the desired separation dis-
tancer∗i j is not known a priori and needs to be estimated online. Its value depends upon the level
of communication quality as well as the desired coverage requi d. It is time varying due to both
the dynamic environment and the motion of the agents. Accordingly, a real time optimization al-
gorithm will be developed in the next chapter to estimate thedesired separation distancer∗i j . Once
r∗i j is being estimated, cooperative control law (2.3) moves theagents to the desiredr
∗
i j in a way
that is distributively and asymptotically.
10
CHAPTER 3: OUTAGE ANALYSIS of COOPERATIVE
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
The Wireless Channel
Understanding the wireless channel is key for efficient wireless communication design. The com-
munication channel is the medium where information signalstr vel. There are many characteristics
that specify the wireless channel such as fading and capacity.
The aim of wireless communication is to transfer information from one point to another through
the air. Using different techniques, the information is first modulated (and may be coded prior) and
then converted into electromagnetic waves (in particular,radio waves) created by the antenna. The
radio waves then propagate through the air (the wireless mediu ) to the receiving point where they
are received by another antenna. Finally, using different circuitries and techniques, the information
will be demodulated (and may be decoded).
When the radio waves propagate from the transmitter to the rec iv r, they are affected by many
phenomena that change their characteristics like amplitudes, phases, and angles of arrival. The
most important ones are: path loss, shadowing, and multipath fading. Path loss is the attenua-
tion of signal amplitude when propagating through large distances between the transmitter and the
receiver (typically in a range of 100 to 1000m). Hills, walls, buildings, and other obstacles also
may attenuate the propagating signal and this is called shadowing. It happens when the separa-
tion distance between the transmitter and the receiver is proportional to the length of the obstacles
(typically in a range of 10 to 100m). The sources of shadowingare: reflection (reflections caused
when facing smooth surfaces with very large dimensions compared to the signal wavelength), d-
11
iffraction (emerges of secondary waves behind the obstaclewhen the signal propagates through an
object with large dimension compared to the signal wavelength) and scattering (caused by either
reflections from rough surfaces or propagation through objects with dimensions in the order of the
signal wavelength). Multipath fading comes from the additions and subtractions of the received
signals due to small variations in the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. Path loss
and shadowing are sometimes known as the large scale fading while multipath fading is known as
the small scale fading [16]. Figure 3.1 illustrates the effects of path loss, shadowing, and multipath
on a propagating signal.























Path Loss + Shadowing
Path Loss + Shadowing + Multipath Fading
Figure 3.1: Effects of Path Loss, Shadowing and Multipath Fading
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Large Scale Fading
As mentioned before, large scale fading captures the effects of path loss and shadowing.
The path loss causes an attenuation on the received signal bya constant called thepath lossand







whered andλ represent the distance between the transmitter and the receiver and wavelength of
the transmitted signal respectively.








do is a reference distance typically chosen to be 1Km for large cells, 100m for microcells and 1m
for indoor wireless systems.
Ls(do) is the path loss constant calculated by equation 3.1 at the reference distancedo. It can also
be measured by field measurements.
n is the path loss exponent which depends on the frequency, hight of the antenna and the propaga-
tion environment.
Xσ is a zero mean Gaussian random variable with standard deviation σ and it is added to capture
the changing environment effects.
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Small Scale Fading
The multipath signals are of random amplitudes, phase shifts and delays caused by the doppler
shift phenomenon. The envelops of a large number of multipath signals without a dominant signal
(e.g. the line of sight signal) is a Rayleigh distribution and this is the reason behind calling small
scale fading as Rayleigh fading. However, in the presence ofa dominant signal likes the line of
sight signal, the distribution becomes Rician distribution [11].
Doppler Effects
When the transmitter, receiver and/or obstacles are moving, a phase shift occurs on the propagating
signal which is called Doppler phase shift. It is due to the change on the path length caused by the










whereυ is the moving velocity of the transmitter/receiver,θ is the angle of the signal’s arrival and
λ is the signal wavelength. It is clear that if traveling towards each other, the doppler frequency is
positive and it is negative if they are moving away from each other.
Multipath Delay Spread
Multipath delay spread can be measured by the time differencbetween the first received multipath
signal and the last one. If the inverse of the delay spread (i.e, coherence bandwidth) is small
compared to the signal bandwidth, the signal will be affected by inter-symbol interference (ISI).
Assume we haven multipath signals and each with a time delayτi wherei = 1, ...,n and i = 1
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represents the first arrived multipath signal andi = n represents the last arrived multipath signal,
then the multipath delay spreadTm can be defined to beτn− τ1 [44].
Time Varying Nature of the Multipath Channel
Since the transmitter and/or the receiver are moving, the environment characteristics are chang-
ing. Therefore, delay spread, the number of multipath signals and their amplitudes, frequencies
and phases are changing over time and this raises the random time varying nature of the multipath
channel.
Assume that the transmitted signal is of the following form:
s(t) = Re{u(t)ej2π fct}. (3.4)
In which u(t) is the equivalent low pass signal fors(t) with bandwidthB and fc is the carrier









whereN(t) represents the number of resolvable multipath signals. It is a function of time since
the multipath channel is time varying as explained before and n = 0 represents the line of sight
signal.The variables:αn(t) is the amplitude of each multipath signal,τn(t) is the time delay of
each multipath signal, andφDn is the doppler phase shift of each multipath signal.
Each multipath signal is either resulting from a single reflection, diffraction and scattering, or
combinations of reflection, diffraction and scattering in which they have approximately the same
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time delayτn(t). Two multipath signals are nonresolvable if their time delay difference|τ2−τ1| is
less than the inverse of the channel bandwidthB and they are called resolvable otherwise. Thus, the
nonresolvable multipath signals coincide and compose a single multipath signal with time delay
τ ≈ τ1 ≈ τ2 and their amplitudesαn(t) and phasesφDn add up to compose the amplitude and phase
of resulting multipath signal. It is clear that if the channel bandwidthB is large (wideband chan-
nels), then most of the multipath signals are resolvable sinceB−1 is very small. On the other hand,
if the channel bandwidthB is small (narrowband channels), then most of the multipath signals are
nonresolvable sinceB−1 is very large.
Channel Coherence Time
The channel coherence time,Tc is the length of an interval of time over which the channel impulse
response is considered approximately constant. That is if two signals arrived within the channel
coherence time, their cross correlation function is nonzero meaning that they are approximately
dependent signals .
Channel Coherence Bandwidth
Similarly, the channel coherence bandwidth,Bc is the length of an interval of frequencies over
which the received signals assumed to be correlated [16]. Itis clear that the coherence frequency
is a measure of how the channel varies in frequency and on the other hand the coherence time is a
measure of how the channel varies in time.
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Symbol Time and Symbol Rate
The symbol time,Ts, is the time duration of a symbol. The symbol rate, 1/Ts, is the number of
symbols received per second and is normally taken to be equalto the signal bandwidthW.
Using the concepts described above, the small scale fading is caused either by time spread of
the received signals or by the time varying nature of the channel. The former is caused by the
multipath signals and the latter is caused by either the moveent of the transmitter and/or receiver,
or the movement of the obstacles in the channel between the transmitter and the receiver. The
multipath signals caused either frequency selective fading or flat fading while the movement of the
receiver, transmitter and/or obstacles lead to fast or slowfading. Their effects can be described
either in time domain or frequency domain and are summarizedin Figure 3.2.
Small scale fading 
Due to multipath Due to motion 




Tm > Ts 
Flat 
fading 




Bc < W 
Flat 
fading 
Bc > W 
Slow 
fading 
FD < W 
Fast  
fading 
FD > W 
Slow 
fading 
Tc > Ts 
Fast  
fading 
Tc < Ts 
Figure 3.2: Types of small scale fading [44]
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Frequency Selective Fading
Frequency selective fading occurs when the symbols rate (orsignal bandwidth),W ≈ 1/Ts is larger
than the channel coherence bandwidth,Bc. This means that the spectral components of the signal
that fall outside the coherence bandwidth will be affected differently than those that fall inside. In
the time domain, the frequency selective fading happened when t e multipath delay spread,Tm is
greater than the sample time,Ts. This means that some multipath signal will arrive within the next
symbol time causing overlapping which in turn lead to distortion of the signal same as the inter
symbol interference, ISI caused by the electronic filters inthe receiver. However, these multipath
signals are resolvable and can be removed at the receiver.
Flat Fading
On the other hand, flat fading (sometimes called frequency nonselective fading), occurs when the
symbols rate ,W, is less than the channel coherence bandwidth,Bc. Thus, all multipaths will be
affected equally since the symbol rate is within the coherence bandwidth. If fading occurs, it will
affect all the multipath signals causing a loss in the signalto noise ratio, SNR. It is clear that in
time domain, flat fading happens when the multipath time spread is much smaller than the symbol
duration.
Fast Fading
Fast fading occurs when the channel coherence time,Tc, is less than the symbol timeTs. Thus,
parts of the signal that arrived after the coherence time will be affected differently than the ones
received within the coherence time causing a signal distorton. It is called fast fading because the
distortion occurred many times within the symbol time. In frequency domain, fast fading is caused
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because the doppler frequency,fD which represents the fading frequency is larger than the signal
bandwidth or symbol rateW. Thus, it is fast fading because the movement is faster than the symbol
rate causing faster fade compared to symbol rate.
Slow Fading
In contrast to fast fading, slow fading occurs when the channel coherence time,Tc, is larger than
the symbol timeTs. Consequently, all the multipath signals will be faded in anequal manner
since they arrived within the channel coherence time. Although this does not cause distortion, the
multipath signals are not resolvable and hence may be considered independent which is used as an
advantage in some applications, like in cooperative communications explained later. Similarly, in
frequency domain, the slow fading is caused when the dopplerfrequency,fD, is less than the signal
bandwidth or symbol rateW. This means that the movement of the transmitter/receiver and/or the
obstacles are slower than the symbol rate.
Diversity
Fading cannot be avoided, however, if each of the multi-pathsignals is ensured to fade indepen-
dently, the communication reliability will be improved [7]. This is done through diversity which
means transmitting the same signal over independently faded paths and when combined at the re-
ceiver, will reduce the overall fading effects. The point isthen to create independently multipaths
to achieve diversity which can be: time, frequency, multi-antennas (or spatial), and cooperative
diversity.
Time diversity is achieved by dispersing the signal over time. That is, the signal is divided into
different codewords and these codewords are sent in a certain sequence over the time with different
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independent gains. If the channel is wideband, then the transmitted signal could be spread over
different sub-channels producing frequency diversity. Anten as or spatial diversity is achieved by
using many antennas at the transmitter and/or the receiver.Spatial diversity can be achieved by
using multiple antennas at the transmitter with a single antn a at the receiver (MISO), single an-
tenna at the transmitter with multiple antennas at the receiv r (SIMO), or multiple antennas both at
the transmitter and the receiver (MIMO). The independency of the multipaths is ensured by having
a minimum separation between the antennas which is a function of the signal wavelength and other
parameters depending on the used model. In some applications, it is not practical to have multiple
antennas at the transmitter and/or the receiver due to physical and cost constraints. However, it is
possible to create virtual MIMO by utilizing distributed single antenna agents. Any agent may be
a transmitter and/or a receiver for itself or cooperates forother users. When the user is cooperating
with others, it is called a relay. In this case the source willtransmit its signal to the destination and
to the relay which in turn will retransmit the source signal to the destination. Thus, the destination
will have two copies of the source signal and using certain design, these two paths signals can be
insured to fade independently and thus creating diversity.
Diversity gain measures the drop in error probability when using diversity and can be calculat-
ed as the slope of the change in the error probability [16]. For all the diversity schemes mentioned
above, a mechanism is required to combine the multipath received signals to reduce the overall
channel fade. One of these is the Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC). Briefly, in MRC, the re-
ceived signals are all weighted depending on their SNR and the output signal is finally the sum of
all of these weighted multipath signals.
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Capacity of Communication Channels
Capacity of a communication channel is the maximum data rateth t can be transmitted over the
channel such that arbitrary tolerable small error probabilities can be achieved [7, 16]. The channel
capacity concept was initially motivated by Claude Shannon. For certain input/output distribu-
tions, Shannon defined the channel capacity in terms of the mutual information as the maximum
mutual information that can be achieved between the input and output of the channel. Shannon
capacity means that there exist an upper bound of a data rate of channel which by using some cod-
ing techniques can be achieved with small error probabilities that may be driven to zero. However,
exceeding this upper bound of data rate yields an error probability that is impossible to be driven
to zero by any means.
Let us first start with the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel where fading effects
are not considered:
y[n] = x[n]+w[n], (3.6)
wherey[n] is the output of the channel and represents the received signal, x[ ] is the input of the
channel and represents the transmitted signal, andw[ ] a zero mean Gaussian noise with variance
σ2 and identically and independently distributed (iid) with respect to time. Then the capacity of
the AWGN channel is [7]:
Cawgn= log(1+SNR) bits/s/Hz, (3.7)
which can be derived by maximizing the mutual information between the input (transmitter) and
the output (receiver) as shown in [16].
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Now let us consider the capacity of the faded channel in whichthe channel model of ( 3.6) is
modified to be:
y[n] = h[n]x[n]+w[n]. (3.8)
In whichh[n] represents the fading gain in the channel. Now this fading gain is modeled depending
on whether it is fast, slow, frequency selective or frequency nonselective fading. For a slow fading
channel in which the fading gain is assumed to be random but constant over time1 and the delay
constraint is small compared to the channel coherence time,he capacity of this channel can be
written as:
C= log(1+ |h|2SNR) bits/s/Hz, (3.9)
in which the current channel state information (CSI) is onlyknown at the receiver side and the
transmitter knows only statistical properties of the channel.
A communication system is said to be in outage if the transmitter sends data in a spectral ef-
ficiency R (bits/s/Hz) that is larger than the channel capacity. Hence, the outage probability is
defined as follows:
Pout = Pr[C< R] = Pr[log(1+ |h|
2SNR)< R]. (3.10)
1Later on, for this project we assumed the fading gain to be Rayleigh and exponentially distributed over time.
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Cooperative Communication System Model
Consider a communication system with a source nodes, cooperating withm relays,r i to commu-





Figure 3.3: Cooperative communication system model
In this model, the wireless channel is assumed to be a narrow band with a frequency nonselective
slow fading and additive noise [23]. Slow fading is to ensurethat the multipath time delay is
within the range of the channel coherence time. To avoid interfer nce, the bandwidth is subdivided
into orthogonal sub-channels which are used by the corresponding nodes to transmit their signals.
Moreover, a half duplex transmission (i.e, cannot transmitand receive at the same time) is assumed
to simplify the nodes communication circuitry and decreasecorresponding noises. This half duplex
scheme is further enhanced by assuming a time division multiple access (TDMA) scenario so that




N/(m+1) N/(m+1) N/(m+1) N/(m+1)
Figure 3.4: Time division multiple access communication scheme
The first time slot is used by the source to transmit its signalwhich is going to be received by all the
relays and the destination. The remaining time slots are used consecutively by the relaying nodes
to transmit their signals to the destination. In the first time slot, forn = 1, ..., Nm+1, the received
signals by the destination and the cooperating nodes from the source are:
yds[n] = as,dXs[n]+Zd[n], (3.11)
yr i [n] = as,r i Xs[n]+Zr i [n]. (3.12)
Similarly, for the next consecutive time slots,n= Nm+1, ...,N, the received signals by the destination
from the cooperating nodes are:
ydri [n] = ar i ,dXr i [n]+Zd[n], (3.13)
whereXs[n] andXr [n] are the source and relay transmitted signal respectively.Zd[n] andZr i [n]
account for the noises added by the receivers and other sources in the system and is modeled as
zero mean, independent, circularly symmetric complex Gaussi n random variables with variance
No. The path loss, shadowing and the frequency nonselective slow fading all compose the mutually
independent complex channel gains (asd, as,r i andar i ,d) and are modeled as zero mean, indepen-




There are many cooperative diversity schemes that can be utilized by the network. Examples of
low-complexity are: amplify and forward, decode and forward, selection relaying, and incremental
relaying [23].
In amplify and forward cooperative communication scheme, th relays first amplify the received
signal from the source and then forward it to the destination. The amplification gainβ is dependent








Although this scheme is simple, however, it also amplifies the c annel and receiver noises. The
received signals at the destination from the source and the relays are then combined using different
techniques such as the maximum ratio combiner.
On the other hand, in decode and forward cooperative communication scheme the relays first
decode the source received signal before forwarding it to the destination. The relays either fully
decode the received signal or partially apply some other techniques. Although this technique elimi-
nates the disadvantage of amplifying the channel and receivr noises faced in the previous scheme,
it is at the expense of reducing the data rate because of consumi g extra time for the decoding
process.
The selection relaying cooperative communication scheme offers a way of reducing the time need-
ed for the decoding process. Here the relays only decode or amplify the source received signal if
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the channel fading coefficientsas,r i are above a certain threshold.
Finally, in incremental relaying cooperative communication, a feedback signal is generated by
the destination to the relays. Hence, the relays only amplify or decode the source received signal
if a negative feedback from the destination is received.
For our control problem design and analysis we worked on the deco e and forward cooperative
communication scheme. This is because our control goal is toensure both communication qual-
ity and coverage expansion. For the expansion purpose, the relays will always be required to
cooperate with the source so that the nodes can move spatially away from each other to expand
coverage as much as possible and decoding is better than amplifying for the communication quality
purpose2. However, there are no reasons preventing us from using the other cooperative commu-
nication schemes for different goals with the corresponding costs as long as their outage behaviors
are formalized to be used effectively for the control problem.
Outage Probability for Direct Transmission
For a direct transmission between the source and the destination without cooperation and in an
AWGN channel, the maximum average mutual information is [23]:
ID = log(1+SNR|as,d|
2), (3.15)
where,SNRis the signal to noise ratio. This means that the maximum ratethat can be achieved
equals to log(1+SNR|as,d|2). The system is said to be in outage if transmitting in a data rate higher
2Data rate of decode and forward cooperative communication can be improved using dynamic decode and forward
concept as shown in [13]
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The outage probability is as defined in [7]:
















whereν is the path loss exponent. Therefore the probability density function (pdf) is:
f|as,d|2 = λsde
−λsd, (3.19)
and thus, the outage probability is the cumulative density function (cdf) which is calculated by






































Outage Probability for Decode and Forward Cooperative Communication
Deriving a closed form for the outage probability of a decodeand forward cooperative communi-
cation is difficult and the final forms are complicated. Thus,in many literatures they just derive
an approximate upper and lower bounds for their analysis [23, 6, 28]. However, these bounds are
valid for high signal to noise ratios, SNR, where the the error p bability is dominant by the outage
probability [51]. We decided to use the exact formulas of theoutage analysis in our control design
and here we show how to derive these formulas. These derivation methods are mainly based on
references [23, 4, 28]. In the following subsections we willshow two methods for deriving the
outage probability of the decode and forward cooperation system. In the first method, we showed
how to derive the outage probability of one or two cooperative relays. Although the first method
can be used to derive the outage probability for any number ofrelays, however, it is too compli-
cated and lengthy. On the other side, the second method is less difficult to generalize the result to
whatever number of cooperative relays.
The First Method
Let C be the set of all cooperating relays. For example, for a system of two relays,C = {},
C = {r1}, C = {r2} andC = {r1, r2} represent: no relay is used, relayr1 is used, relayr2 is used




















, ∀i ∈ c, (3.23)
be the maximum mutual information received by the the destinatio d from both, the sources and
the relayr i, [4].
For One Relay
The outage probability of one relay cooperative communication can be written as following:
PoutDF = Pr [IDF < R|C= {}]Pr [C= {}]+Pr [IDF < R|C= {r1}]Pr [C= {r1}] . (3.24)
The first term of equation 3.24 accounts for the probability that the relay cannot successfully de-
code the source signal and hence is not used for cooperation.The second term represents the
probability that the relay can successfully decode the source signal and hence is used for coopera-
tion.








since the relay is not used for cooperation. Thus:








is the parameter of the exponential random variable|as,d|2, andγ = 2
2R−1
SNR
Similarly, the event{C= {}} represents the event that the source relay mutual information is in an
outage and this is justI1 of equation 3.22:
Pr [C= {}] = Pr [I1 < R] = 1−e
−λ̂1γ , (3.27)






The event{C= {r1}} means that the relayr1 can successfully decode the source signal and can
be calculated as:
Pr [C= {r1}] = 1−Pr [C= {}] = 1−Pr [I1 < R] = e
−λ̂1γ . (3.28)
























To solve this probability we need to get the pdf function of the sum of two exponential random
variables|as,d|2 and|ar1,d|















whereSn = X1+X2+ ...+Xn andXi is an exponential random variable with parameterλi .
Therefore,|as,d|2+ |ar1,d|























is the cumulative den-













































Following the same procedure of one relay, the outage probability of two relays cooperative com-
munications can be written as following:
PoutDF = Pr [IDF < R|C= {}]Pr [C= {}]+Pr [IDF < R|C= {r1}]Pr [C= {r1}]
+Pr [IDF < R|C= {r2}]Pr [C= {r2}]+Pr [IDF < R|C= {r1, r2}]Pr [C= {r1, r2}] . (3.35)
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The first term of equation 3.35 accounts for the probability that both relays cannot successfully
decode the source signal and hence are not used for cooperatin. The second term represents the
probability that only the first relayr1 can successfully decode the source signal and hence is used
for cooperation. Similarly, the third term represents the probability that only the second relayr2
can successfully decode the source signal and hence is used for cooperation. Finally, the last term
means that both of the relaysr1 andr2 can successfully decode the source signal and hence are
used for cooperation.








since the relay is not used for cooperation. Thus:







is the parameter of the exponential random variable|as,d|2, andγ = 2
3R−1
SNR
Similarly, the event{C= {}} represents the event that the source relays mutual information I1 and
I2 of equation 3.22 are in outages and this can be formed as:


















. Notice that fading gaines are assumed to be
independent at the two relays, and hence we are allowed to usethe fact:Pr [A∩B] = Pr [A]Pr [B]
for A andB are two independent variables [31].
The event{C= {r1}} means that only the relayr1 can successfully decode the source signal and
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can be calculated as:
{C= {r1}}= {{I1 > R}∩{I2 < R}} . (3.39)
Since the two paths are assumed to be independent, we have:






Similarly, the event{C= {r2}} means that only the relayr2 can successfully decode the source
signal and can be calculated as:
{C= {r2}}= {{I2 > R}∩{I1 < R}} , (3.41)
and then:
































Similarly, the event{IDF < R|C= {r2}}} is:

























To solve equations 3.44 and 3.54 we again need to get the pdf functions of the sum of the expo-
nential random variables (|as,d|2+ |ar1,d|
2) and (|as,d|2+ |ar2,d|
2). Let Sn1 = |as,d|2+ |ar1,d|
2 and
Sn2 = |as,d|2+ |ar2,d|





























































































whereαab = λbλb−λa .
For the last term of equation 3.35, the event{C= {r1, r2}} means that bothr1 andr2 can success-
fully decode the source signal and can be written down as:
{C= {r1, r2}}= {{I1 > R}∩{I2 > R}}= {{I1 > R}∩{I2 > R}} , (3.51)
Pr [C= {r1, r2}] = Pr [I1 > R]Pr [I2 > R] = (1−Pr [I1 < R]) (1−Pr [I1 < R])
= e−λ̂1γe−λ̂1γ = e−(λ̂1+λ̂2)γ . (3.52)

















































































































It is clear that the number of terms increases as the number ofthe cooperative relays increases.
This is because we will have more events for each increase of arelay. Although, a certain pattern
may be seen so one can generalize the last formula, it is too difficult to get. The second method




Similar as before, letC be the set of all the relaysr i wherei = 1, ...,m, andm is the total number
of relays in system. Also letc⊆ C be the set of all the relays that can be used to cooperate with
source. A relayr i is said to belong to the cooperating setc if the mutual information between the




















The outage event is thenIDF < RgivenIi < R and can be expressed in the total probability law as:
PoutDF = ∑
C
Pr[IDF < R|C]Pr[C]. (3.60)
To solve this problem, the channel hasm+1 active paths representing themsource-relays-destination
paths plus the direct source-destination path. Letyi with i = 0, ...,mrepresent the fading coefficien-
t. For i = 0, y0 represents the source-destination fading|as,d|2 and fori = 1, ...,m, yi represents a
combination of both the source-relays fading|as,r i |
2 and the relays-destination fading|ar i ,d|
2. Thus
the probability density function (pdf) ofyi can be calculated by the conditional probability and the
total probability law as:
fyi = fyi |(link is down)Pr[link is down]+ fyi |(link is active)Pr[link is active], (3.61)
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where fyi |(link is down) = δ (0) which means that no cooperation is used,fyi |(link is active) =
λie−λiγ since the channel fading is Rayleigh with gains distributedas exponential random vari-
ables. Here we haveλ0 = λsd andλi = λr id for i = 1, ...,mandγ =
2(m+1)R−1
SNR .
Let Pr[link is down] = Ai and hencePr[link is active] = 1−Ai . A link is down if the maximum
mutual information of the source-relayIi path is in an outage and by using 3.58 and following the


















If we keep in mind thati = 0 represents the source-destination path and since there isno relay
utilized in this path, we haveA0 = 0. The pdf of the ith link is then:
fyi (x) = Aiδ (0)+(1−Ai)λie
−λix. (3.63)



















To solve this equation we need to get the pdf of the sum,∑mi=0yi which can be derived using the
moment generating functions (MGFs). The MGF of the ith link is the laplace transform of the pdf
function 3.63 of the ith link:












Then the pdf of the∑mi=0yi is the inverse laplace transform ofMsum(s) and the cdf which is repre-
sents the outage probabilityPoutDF is finally the integration of the pdf function.

































































































whereαab = λbλb−λa andγ =
22R−1
SNR .































































































































































































































whereαab = λbλb−λa andγ =
23R−1
SNR .
The same procedure can be used to derive the outage probability for anym cooperating relays. A
certain pattern can be seen for each addition of a relay and hece the following closed form can be



















































































CHAPTER 4: COMMUNICATION QUALITY and COVERAGE AREA
Overview
The locations of the cooperating relays play an effective rol on the performance of the coopera-
tive communication systems. Analytically, understandingthe effects of the nodes’ location in the
outage probability is difficult due to the complexity of their quations presented in the previous
chapter. In this chapter, we are going to present Matlab simulation results that will give us ideas
on where to move the systems’ nodes (source, relays and destination) to achieve the best possible
communication quality as well as expanding the coverage area. Once knowing their location, the
next chapter will showhow to movethem to achieve the required objectives using extremum seek-
ing and cooperative control laws.
As shown in many literature, having large number of relays does not mean having positive impacts
on the performance all the time. In fact, in many situations like when expanding the coverage
area is required, the performance decreases. This is due to th na ure of the time division multiple
access where the communication time is shared between all the agents to minimize interferences
and ensure half duplex operation. Thus, the large number of relays, the shorter the slot time for
each node to transmit its signal. However, if expanding the coverage area is not a concern, a dense
number of cooperating relays may improve the performance. Since one of our aims is to expand
the coverage area as much as possible, we restricted our analysis to one and two relays with a
comparison to the non cooperative communication schemes.
In this chapter many simulations were run by Matlab to investigate the main characteristics of
the noncooperative and cooperative communication systems. In all of the simulations the spectral
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efficiency,R, the path loss exponentν, the relative distance,d0, and the sinal to noise ratioSNR
were set as following:R= 1bits/seconds/Hertz, ν = 3, d0 = 1mandSNR= 100dB.
Effects of Varying the Locations of the Relays for a Fixed Source-Destination Distance






Figure 4.1: System model of one relay















Figure 4.2: System model of two relays
Figure 4.1 shows a one relay cooperative communication system and Figure 4.2 shows a two relay
cooperative communication system which are used for the Matlab simulations. Here we fixed the
source-destination distancedsd to a certain value and then varies the source-relays distancesdsr







The outage probability of one relay cooperative communication for dsd = 600 anddsd = 1500 is
shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 respectively. Similarly,the outage probability of two relays
cooperative communication fordsd = 600 anddsd = 1500 is shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6
respectively. The following results are easily noticed:
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1. The shorter the source-destination distancedsd, the better the outage probabilityPout.
2. The smaller the angleθ , the better the outage probabilityPout. In particular, the smallestPout
is achieved whenθ = 0. This means that when the relays are on the line of sight between the
source and the destination, the best communication performance is achieved. This is because
when the relays are on the line of sight of the source-destinatio path, the path loss distance
is minimized.
3. The relays tend to be closer to the source more than to the destination for better outage
probabilities. This is because the relays need to decode thesource signal with the minimum
possible error and then forward it to the destination. If they are far away from the source, the
decoding error increases which will affect the overall performance. Furthermore, if they are
too close to the source, the relays signals will be similar tothe source signal and hence less
independent which means that the relays signals will waste tim since they are going to fade
similar to that of the source signal. We need the relays to be in locations far away from the
source up to the limit where they can successfully decode thesource signal and at the same
time their signals will arrive to the destination stronger than those received by the source so
the cooperation provided by the relays is worth the time slotgiven by the source.
Thus, it depends on the application where to locate the relays. If the coverage area is not of a con-
cern, then the optimal locations of the relays are to be in theline of sight of the source-destination
path. However, if the coverage area is of a concern as in this project, then a certain compromise
is required to achieve a good communication quality as well as expanding the coverage to the best
possible.
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Figure 4.3: Pout for dsd=600 with one relay Figure 4.4: Pout for dsd=1500 with one relay
Figure 4.5: Pout for dsd=600 with two relays Figure 4.6: Pout for dsd=1500 with two relays
In addition to the question of where to locate the relays, another question is regarding the effects
of the number of the relays to the overall performance. Figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 show
comparisons between direct transmission, one relay cooperation and two relays cooperation for
different source-destination distancesdsd. Fordsd= 600, it is clear that there is a big improvement
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on the outage probability when using cooperation compared to the noncooperative communication.
Furthermore, the two relay cooperation is better than the one relay cooperation for alldsr andθ .
However, asdsd increases, the performance gaps between all the communicatio schemes start
to decrease. For largedsd, (i.e, dsd = 2000), the one relay cooperation becomes the best in all
locations and for very largedsd, (i.e,dsd= 3000), the direct transmission becomes even better than
the two relays cooperative communications. This is becausesdsd becomes larger, the fading paths
will become more similar to each other and increasing the number of the cooperative relays does
not advantages to the system. Thus, another compromise in term of the number of cooperating
relays is required.
Figure 4.7: Comparison of Pout for dsd=600 Figure 4.8: Comparison of Pout for dsd=1000
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of Pout for dsd=2000 Figure 4.10: Comparison of Pout for dsd=3000
Effects of Varying the Source-Destination Distance
As shown in the previous subsection, the relays tend to be closer t the source more than to the
destination for better communication performances. However, if the destination also needs to send
data to the source, the relays must be in the middle between the source and the destination to
equally serve them. Thus in this subsection, we letdsr equal todrd and then computePout for
differentdsd andθ . The following equation is used to calculatedsr anddrd:




The Matlab simulation results for this scenario is shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 for one and two
relay cooperative communication respectively. The advantage of two relays compared to one relay
cooperative communication may be difficult to see, however,big advantages will be made more
clear in the next subsection.
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Figure 4.11: Pout for dsr=drd with one relay Figure 4.12: Pout for dsr=drd with two relays
Best Achieveddsd for a Certain Threshold on Outage Probability
In this subsection, we want to know what it is the maximum achievabledsd as a function ofθ for a
certain required outage probabilityPout. We are going to plot all the possibledsd that satisfies the
following inequality for differentθ :
Pout ≤ Threshold. (4.3)
The Matlab simulation results are shown in Figures 4.13, 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16 for corresponding
thresholds set to equal 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1 respectively. The following remarks are drawn
from these figures:
1. Consistent to what was shown before, the maximum achievabl dsd for a certain threshold is
whenθ = 0 and it decreases asθ increases.
2. There is an effective improvement on expandingdsd when using one or two cooperation
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compared to the noncooperation especially for very strict communication quality (i.e. very
low outage probabilities).
3. Two relays cooperative communications achieves betterdsd than the one relay cooperative
communications for low outage probabilities. In other words, the two relay cooperative
communications achieves better communication quality andexpandsdsd.
4. As the outage probability threshold increases, the one relay cooperative communication and
the noncooperative communication starts to become better than the two relay cooperative
communication. This means that if a certain application hasles strict requirement on the
communication quality, decreasing the number of relays is better than increasing them.















Figure 4.13: Best coverage forPout ≤ 0.0001
















Figure 4.14: Best coverage forPout ≤ 0.001
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Figure 4.15: Best coverage forPout ≤ 0.01



















Figure 4.16: Best coverage forPout ≤ 0.1
Coverage of the Cooperative System for a Certain Threshold on Outage Probability
Consider the system of two relays cooperative communication as shown in Figure 4.2. Assume
that all the nodes (i.e. source, relays and destination) canbe a source, a relay or a destination at
anytime. That is a source for example may also behave as a destination or a cooperating relay for
other nodes at the same time. However, the term,at the same time, does not mean transmitting and
receiving many signals at the same instant of time. Rather itmeans the possibility of handling the
job of a source at a certain instant of time and a relay at another instant of time and so on. Let the
coverage area to be defined as following:
Definition 1. The coverage area is the area enclosed by all of the nodes in the system given that
all the nodes are maximally and spatially spread away from each other.
Then the objective is to find the best locations of the nodes such that they achieve the maximum
coverage for a certain required threshold on the outage probability of the system. We first start
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by letting one node to be a source, another one to be a destination, nd the remaining two are
cooperating relays. The area achieved by this configurationof four nodes forPout ≤ 0.0001 is
shown in Figure 4.17. The area of the direct transmission is fixed because it is plotted for a fixed
angle,θ = 45, and for the cooperation case, the area is plotted versus the angle,θ . It is clear that
cooperation achieved high increase in the area for all the locati ns and the two relay cooperation
achieved higher areas than the one relay cooperation for most of the locations. Since any node may
be a source to transmit its data to another node cooperating with the remaining one or two nodes,
the angle,θ = 45, is the optimal angle for all of the nodes such that the resources are distributed
equally to all of them to achieve the best communication quality. Furthermore, angleθ = 45, en-
sures the maximum possible coverage for all the nodes to playas source, a relay or a destination.
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show examples for noncooperative and atwo relay cooperative commu-
nications respectively. The written numbers on the sides ofthe squares represent the maximum
possible distances for an outage probability thresholdPout ≤ 0.0001.
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Figure 4.17: Achieved area forPout ≤ 0.0001
The following definitions are used in the following analysis[35, 10]:
Definition 2. A node ai is connected to a node aj if the distance di j satisfies the constraint Pout ≤
Threshold.
Definition 3. A node ai is said to be k-connected if it is connected to k number of nodes.
Thus for the noncooperative communication, the maximum distance between any two connected
agents is 100m for Pout ≤ 0.0001. Note that nodea1 is not connected to nodea3, and nodea2 is not
connected to nodea4 for the noncooperative communication. For the cooperativecommunications
case, any node is cooperating with the neighboring two nodesto send data to the opposite node.
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That is for example, nodea1 is a source cooperating with the two relaysa2 anda4 to send data to
destinationa3. In this case, the maximum distance between the sourcea1 and the destinationa3 is
472m and that between the sourcea1 and relaysa2 anda4 is 334m and so on. Thus the coverage




2 = 111556m2. (4.4)
This means that the coverage area of the two relay cooperativsystems is almost eleven times of
the direct transmission area for a communication quality constraintPout ≤ 0.0001.
Any node in the direct transmission system is 2-connected. Nodea1 for example is connected
to nodesa2 anda4 but not connected to nodea3 since the separating distance between them does
not satisfy the outage probability constraint. On the otherand, for the two relay cooperative
communications, any node is 3-connected. For example, nodea1 is 3-connected as follows:
• Nodea1 (source) is connected to nodea3 (destination) via cooperation of nodesa2 (relay1)
anda4 (relay2).
• Nodea1 (source) is connected to nodea2 (destination) via cooperation of nodesa3 (relay1)
anda4 (relay2). This is because if the currentda1a4, da1a3, da4a2, da3a2 andda1a2 distances
are substituted as the values ofdsr1, dsr2, dr1d, dr2d anddsd respectively in equation 3.57, the
resultedPout ≈ 0.0001.
• Nodea1 (source) is connected to nodea4 (destination) via cooperation of nodesa3 (relay1)
anda2 (relay2). Similarly, this is because if the currentda1a2, da1a3, da2a4, da3a4 andda1a4
distances are substituted as the values ofdsr1, dsr2, dr1d, dr2d anddsd respectively in equation
3.57, the resultedPout ≈ 0.0001.
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Therefore, cooperative communication can be used effectively to improve the communication con-
nectivity as well as highly expanding the communication coverage. Furthermore, cooperative com-
munication provides alternatives if some of the paths get down. For example, if the linka1a4 gets
down, the nodea1 can reach nodea4 via either cooperating with nodesa2 anda3, forming a two
relay cooperative system with achieving the same communication coverage for the same communi-
cation quality or cooperating only via either of the nodesa2 anda3 forming a one relay cooperative




































Figure 4.19: Coverage forPDFout ≤ 0.0001
Performance Index for Noncooperative Communications
As seen before, there exist a tradeoff between the communication quality measured by the out-
age probability and the coverage area measured by the enclosd area of the networked agents.
Thus, in order to achieve a certain communication quality while extending the coverage area to the
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maximum possible, the following performance index which isin tially proposed in [38] is used to





















wherePDTout is calculated by (3.17). The constantdmin is a minimum desired separation distance
for mobile safety and coverage expansion, anddmax is a maximum separation distance to ensure
a certain communication quality. Hence, the first term of (4.5) accounts for the outage probabili-
ty, the second term encourages the agents to move away from each other for safety and coverage
requirements, and the last term ensures that a certain desire level of communication quality is
achieved. Note thatυ is a tuning parameter to make the performance index more accurate.
The performance index (4.5) is plotted in Figure 4.20 to achievePDTout ≤ 0.0001. The minimum
and maximum distances are selected to bedmin = 80 anddmax= 145. Moreover, the remaining
parameters ofPDTout are as specified before. It is clear that the performance index is maximized
at d∗sd = 100, and we see in Figure 4.21, the outage probability at thisdistance is 0.0001. Hence
the performance index successfully achieves the requirements of both the quality and coverage
expansion of the communication system.
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Figure 4.20: Performance index





















Figure 4.21: Outage probability
Performance Index for Cooperative Communications
For a two relay cooperative communication system, the performance index (4.5) is extended to





































where the first term counts for the outage probability (3.57). As for the noncooperative case, the
second and third terms count for the minimum source destinatio distance and the angle theta to
ensure a minimum coverage area and mobile agents safety. Thelast two terms are to ensure a
certain communication quality. This means thatdmaxsd andθ
max are selected such thatPDFout 6 ζ ,
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whereζ is a certain required outage probability constraint.
Figure 4.22 shows a plot of the performance index (4.6) forPDFout 6 0.0001. The parameters are
selected as:dminsd = 400,d
max
sd = 620,θ
min = 40,θmax= 55 andυ = 4. Note that the maximum of
the performance index graph is located atdsd = 470 andθ = 45, which gives an a outage proba-
bility of PDFout < 0.0001 as shown in Figure 4.23. Hence, this performance index efficiently locates
the optimal location which ensures a certain desired communication quality with the maximum
coverage possible.
Figure 4.22: Performance index Figure 4.23: Outage probability
We see in the last two subsections that the proposed performance indices do not depend on any prior
information and they give the optimal locations of the mobile agents for any environment that they
may navigate through. Such performance indices accommodate to ny changes in the environment
that may affect the communication quality like shadowing orany other fading sources which are
likely to happen. What remains is to design a control law thatby utilizing these performance
indices, it can reach to the optimal desired separation distances and feed them to the cooperative
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control law (2.3), which in turn is going to move the agents tothis optimal separation distances.
This leads us to the next chapter where a real time optimization technique is designed.
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CHAPTER 5: EXTREMUM SEEKING CONTROL
Overview
In the previous section we analyzed the performance of a decode and forward cooperative commu-
nication based on the outage probability. We also introduceperformance indices for both direct
transmission and decode and forward cooperative communication. These performance indices are
maximized at some points which represent the optimal locatins for all the agents such that they
fairly utilize the resources in the system to achieve a certain level of communication quality and
coverage expansion. However, in reality we do not have the exact values of the outage probabil-
ity and the models shown in the previous section are just approximation for the ideal case. Thus
the performance indices are changing due to the dynamic nature of the channel and variations in
the surrounding environment. Hence we cannot use classicaloptimal control approaches where a
cost function needs to be known as a priori. Rather we need a real-time optimization process that
can seek the optimal locations without the need of prior costfunctions. Even though the outage
probability is not known exactly in real time, however, it ismeasured or estimated based on the
probability of a certain bit error rate which can be measuredin the physical layer of the communi-
cation system.
In this chapter, we present the one variable extremum seeking co trol approach as shown in [3].
Then we extend it to two variables extremum seeking control and derive the corresponding stability
analysis.
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One Variable Extremum Seeking Control
Problem Formulation
Consider a general MISO nonlinear system:
ẋ= f (x,u),
y= h(x), (5.1)
wherex∈ Rn is the state,u∈ R is the input,y∈ R is the output andf : Rn×R→ Rn andh : Rn → R
are smooth functions.
Assume there exists a smooth control law:
u= α(x,θ), (5.2)
whereθ ∈ R. Thus the closed loop system is:
ẋ= f (x,α(x,θ)). (5.3)
The following assumptions are used for the analysis:
Assumption 1. There exists a smooth function l: R→ Rn such that:
f (x,α(x,θ)) = 0 if and only if x= l(θ). (5.4)
Assumption 2. For eachθ ∈R, the equilibrium x= l(θ) of the system (5.3) is locally exponentially
stable with decay and overshoot uniform inθ .
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This means that the control (5.2) stabilizes exponentiallyan equilibriumθ∗ that is produced by
the system and this control needs not to be dependent on the mod ling nature off (x,u) andl(θ).
In other words, such a control law is locally exponentially stable for any givenθ∗ which will be
estimated by the extremum algorithm.
Assumption 3. There existsθ∗ ∈ R such that:
(h◦ l)′(θ∗) = 0, (5.5)
(h◦ l)′′(θ∗)< 0. (5.6)
This is to ensure that the output equilibrium point of the systemθ∗ is a maximum. Then the ob-
jective is to develop a feedback process that estimates the maximum equilibrium pointθ∗ without

















Figure 5.1: Peak extremum seeking system model [27, 49]
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The block diagram of the peek seeking algorithm is shown in Figure 5.1. A slow periodic pertur-
bation signalasinωt is added to the estimation̂θ . Since the perturbation is slow, then the plant
can be viewed as a static map and the output can be written as:
y= (h◦ l)(θ) = (h◦ l)(θ̂ +asinωt). (5.7)
Using the Taylor series expansion, we have:
(h◦ l)(θ̂ +asinωt) = (h◦ l)(θ̂)+
1
2
(h◦ l)′(θ̂)asinωt +H.O.T. (5.8)
We need to extract the sensitivity term,(h◦ l)′(θ̂). To do this, the high pass filter removes the DC
term. Demodulating the remaining signal by multiplying theresult by the perturbation signal and





This represents the sensitivity and after integration gives approximately the gradient update which
finally tunesθ̂ to θ∗. The high pass cutoff frequencyωh, low pass cutoff frequencyωl and the
integrator gaink are parameterized as following:
ωh = ωδω ′H = O(ωδ ), (5.10)
ωl = ωδω ′L = O(ωδ ), (5.11)
k= ωδK′ = O(ωδ ), (5.12)
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whereω is the perturbation frequency,δ is a small positive constant,ω ′H , ω ′L andK′ areO(1)
positive constants. Sinceω ′H andω ′L areO(ωδ ) functions andδ is small, the cutoff frequencies:
ωh andωl need to be less than the perturbation frequencyω.
Using the inverse laplace transform, the system of Figure 5.1 is described by the following dy-
namic equations:
ẋ= f (x, θ̂ +asinωt), (5.13)
˙̂θ = Kξ , (5.14)
ξ̇ =−ωl ξ +ωl (y−η)asint, (5.15)
η̇ =−ωhη +ωhy. (5.16)
In order to move the equilibrium points to the origin, we introduce the new coordinates:
θ̃ = θ̂ −θ∗, (5.17)
η̃ = η −h◦ l(θ∗). (5.18)
Using the parametrization of (5.10)-(5.12) and by lettingτ = ωt, the dynamic equations of the






























−ω ′Lξ +ω ′L(h(x)−h◦ l(θ∗)− η̃)asinτ










For the averaging analysis, the system is first freezed at theequilibrium value:
x= l(θ∗+ θ̃ +asinτ). (5.21)








































ν(θ̃r +asinτ) = h◦ l(θ∗+ θ̃r +asinτ)−h◦ l(θ∗). (5.23)
In view of assumption 3, we have:
ν(0) = h◦ l(θ∗)−h◦ l(θ∗) = 0, (5.24)
ν ′(0) = (h◦ l)′(θ∗) = 0, (5.25)
ν ′′(0) = (h◦ l)′′(θ∗)< 0. (5.26)












































Then, the average equilibrium is
(
θ̃ar ,ξ ar , η̃ar
)
which satisfies:



















θ̃a,er = b1a+b2a2+O(a3), (5.31)
and,
x= θ̃a,er +asinσ = b1a+b2a
2+asinσ +O(a3). (5.32)


























sinσdσ = 0. (5.35)






sin3(σ)dσ = 0 ,
∫ 2π
0
































ν ′′′(0)+O(a4) = 0. (5.37)
By equating the like powers ofa we get:















































































































Since (5.43) is block-lower-triangular and by calculatingthe eigenvalues of the first block, the







sinσdσ < 0. (5.44)
By taking the derivative with respect tox of (5.34), we get:
ν ′(x) = ν ′′(0)x+O(a3) = ν ′′(0)(−
ν ′′′(0)
8ν ′′(0)












asin2σν ′′(0)dσ +O(a2) = aπν ′′(0)+O(a2). (5.46)
which in view of assumption 3 and for sufficiently smallis negative and hence,Jar is Hurwitz.
Thus the equilibrium point (5.42) is exponentially stable for sufficiently smalla. Using Theorem
10.4 in [25] of the averaged systems, and following Theorem 4.1 in [27], the following theorem
can be concluded:
Theorem 1. Consider system (5.22) and under Assumption 3, there existδ̄ and ā such that for
all δ ∈ (0, δ̄) and a∈ (0, ā) the system (5.22) has a unique exponentially stable periodic solution
(
θ̃2πr (τ),ξ 2πr (τ), η̃2πr (τ)
)










































≤ O(δ )+O(a3), ∀τ ≥ 0. (5.47)




converge to anO(δ )+O(a3) neighborhood
of the origin. We see from (5.10)-(5.12) thatδ andω are related to each other. Thus if we choose
δ = 1ω , then the extremum seeking error can be made arbitrarily small by selectingω ≫ 1 anda is
sufficiently small.
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Two Variables Extremum Seeking Control
Problem Formulation
Consider a general MISO nonlinear system:
ẋ= f (x,u),
y= h(x), (5.48)
wherex∈ Rn is the state,u∈ R is the input,y∈ R is the output andf : Rn×R→ Rn andh : Rn → R
are smooth functions.
Assume there exists a smooth control law:
u= α(x,θ), (5.49)
whereθ ∈ R2. Thus the closed loop system is:
ẋ= f (x,α(x,θ)). (5.50)
The following assumptions are used for the analysis:
Assumption 4. There exists a smooth function l: R→ Rn such that:
f (x,α(x,θ)) = 0 if and only if x= l(θ). (5.51)
Assumption 5. For eachθ ∈ R2, the equilibrium x= l(θ) of the system (5.50) is locally exponen-
tially stable with decay and overshoot uniform inθ .
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The block diagram of the peek seeking algorithm of two variables plant is similar to the one vari-
able case shown in Figure 5.1 except we have:θ̂ = [θ̂1 θ̂2]T andξ = [ξ1 ξ2]T are 2×1 vectors and




















are the integrator gain matrix and the low pass filter cutoff frequencies, respectively, andωh is the
high pass filter cutoff frequency. Moreover, we now have two perturbation signals associated with












Hence, the dynamic equations of the extremum seeking systemar now:
ẋ= f (x, θ̂1+asinω1t, θ̂2+asinω2t), (5.57)
˙̂θ = Kξ , (5.58)
ξ̇ =−ωl ξ +ωl (y−η)P(t), (5.59)
η̇ =−ωhη +ωhy, (5.60)
which look similar to the one variable case, however, with different dimensions. In order to move
the equilibrium points to the origin, we introduce the new coordinates:
θ̃ = θ̂ −θ∗, (5.61)
η̃ = η −h◦ l(θ∗). (5.62)
Let also:
ω2 = ω, (5.63)
ω1 = gω2 = gω, (5.64)
whereg 6= 1 is a positive integer.










































−ω ′Lξ +ω ′L(h(x)−h◦ l(θ∗)− η̃)P(τ)









For the averaging analysis, the system is first freezed at theequilibrium value:
x= l(θ∗1 + θ̃1+asingτ , θ
∗
2 + θ̃2+asinτ). (5.68)


























−ω ′Lξr +ω ′L
(
ν(θ̃r1 +asingτ , θ̃r2 +asinτ)− η̃r
)
P(τ)









ν(θ̃r1 +asingτ , θ̃r2 +asinτ) = h◦ l(θ
∗
1 + θ̃1+asingτ , θ∗2 + θ̃2+asinτ)−h◦ l(θ∗1 ,θ∗2).
(5.70)
Let:
x1 = θ̃r1 +asingτ and x2 = θ̃r2 +asinτ. (5.71)
Therefore:








In view of the assumptions (6), we have:








































































































0 ν(θ̃ar1 +asingσ , θ̃
a
r2 +asinσ)P(σ)dσ




























ξ aer1 = 0,






































2+asingσ +O(a3) and x2 = c1a+c2a2+asinσ +O(a3). (5.83)
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for g 6= 1 and
3
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= h2 if m= 12(
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(0,0)+O(a4) = 0. (5.88)
It is clear from 5.86 that1:





(0,0) , m2 =
∂ 2ν
∂x1∂x2
(0,0) , m3 =
∂ 2ν
∂x22







(0,0) , m6 =
∂ 3ν
∂x1∂x22




Substituting 5.89 and 5.90 in 5.87 and 5.88, and equating thelike powers ofa we get after arrange-
1This does not mean that ifg= 3 the system will not be stable, however, it means that the syst m will reach more






































































































































































































































0 0 K′1 0 0
0 0 0 K′2 0
f1 f2 −ω ′L1 0 0
f3 f4 0 −ω ′L2 0









































































































0 0 K′1 0
0 0 0 K′2
f1 f2 −ω ′L1 0











is Hurwitz. Hence we need to show thatA is Hurwitz which can be shown using the Routh-Hurwitz
criterion as following:
det|λ I −A|= 0⇒ P(λ ) =




















2( f1 f4− f2 f3).
(5.105)
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1 f1 f1 f4− f2 f3 0




































s1 s3 0 0
1 s2 s4 0
0 s1 s3 0











Thus,A is Hurwitz if and only if all the leading principal minors ofH(P) are strictly positives.
Therefore:
|s1|> 0⇒ ω ′L1 +ω
′















































































1s4)< 0⇒ s4 > 0. (5.110)





















































































































































































































































Therefore, by choosinga sufficiently small,(s23−s1s2s3+s
2
1s4)< 0 and henceA is Hurwitz which
implies thatJar is Hurwitz. This proves that the equilibrium point (5.96) ofthe average system
(5.77) is exponentially stable for a sufficiently small. Similar to the one variable case and by
using Theorem 10.4 in [25] of the averaged systems, and following Theorem 4.1 in [27], the
following theorem can be concluded:
Theorem 2. Consider system (5.69) and under Assumption 6, there existδ̄ and ā such that for



























































































≤ O(δ )+O(a3), ∀τ ≥ 0. (5.120)




converge to anO(δ )+O(a3)
neighborhood of the origin. And if we chooseδ = 1ω , then the extremum seeking error can be made
arbitrarily small by selectingω ≫ 1 anda is sufficiently small.
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CHAPTER 6: COMBINING EXTREMUM SEEKING and
COOPERATIVE CONTROL
Overview
In the previous chapter, the extremum seeking control was design d. In this chapter, we show how
the extremum seeking control fits intuitively in our cooperative formation control problem where
the extremum seeking control is used to estimater∗i j for all nodes such that both communication























Figure 6.1: Extremum seeking for cooperative control
Extremum Seeking and Cooperative Control for Direct Communication
In order to apply the extremum seeking approach, assumptions (1)-(3) must be satisfied. In the co-
operative control formation chapter, we showed that system(2.3) has equilibrium points:r i j = r∗i j
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1. In addition, it was proved that system (2.3) is uniformly Lyapunov stable and cooperatively
asymptotically stable for any givenr∗i j . Furthermore, the performance index (4.5), which is shown
in Figure 4.20, is designed to have a maximum extreme point located atr∗i j . Therefore, the cooper-
ative control system (2.3) can intuitively be applied as an inner loop for the the extremum seeking
control algorithm as shown in Figure 6.1.
The dynamic equations of the overall system become:





r̂ i j +asinωt
r i j
]
(x j −xi), (6.1)
˙̂r i j = Kξi j , (6.2)
ξ̇i j =−ωl ξi j +ωl
[
J(r̂ i j +asinωt)−ηi j
]
asinωt, (6.3)
η̇i j =−ωhηi j +ωhJ(r̂ i j +asinωt), (6.4)
where:
J(r̂ i j +asinωt) =
[


















This systems is simulated for four agents with initial positi ns:x1= [0 0]T , x2= [10 −2]T , x3=
[6 −1]T andx4= [−12 1]T . The performance index parameters are of the same values as of Figure
4.20 and are assumed to be same for all paths. Moreover, the following constant parameters are
selected:µ = 80, ω = 400,ωl = 4, ωh = 25, a = 0.05 andk = 55. The topology is assumed to
be fixed for simplicity. That is, the neighboring set of any note is specified a priori. The evolution
of formation movement is shown in Figure 6.2. Note that, a solid line connecting any two agents
means that the communication quality is satisfied. The estimated distances between the agents are
1In fact, there is another equilibrium point:x j = xi . However, unless nodei and nodej start form the same initial
point, the equilibrium point:x j = xi will not exist
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plotted over time in Figure 6.3. It is clear that the control reaches the optimal separation distances
effectively.





























Figure 6.2: Evolution of formation movement and connectivity of direct transmission
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Figure 6.3: Estimated separation distances
Extremum Seeking and Cooperative Control for Cooperative Communication
For the decode and forward cooperative communication case,we have two parameters to be es-
timated by the extremum algorithm: the source-destinationdistance,dsd and the angle,θ which
is used to calculate the source-relay distance,dsr. Hence, we applied the two variables extremum
seeking algorithm presented in the previous chapter. The dynamic equations of the overall system
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become:








(x j −xi), (6.6)
˙̂r i j = k1ξ 1i j , (6.7)
˙̂θi j = k2ξ 2i j , (6.8)
ξ̇ 1i j =−ωl ξi j +ωl
[
J(r̂ i j +asinω1t, θ̂i j +asinω2t)−ηi j
]
asinω1t, (6.9)
ξ̇ 2i j =−ωl ξi j +ωl
[
J(r̂ i j +asinω1t, θ̂i j +asinω2t)−ηi j
]
asinω2t, (6.10)
η̇i j =−ωhηi j +ωhJJ(r̂ i j +asinω1t, θ̂i j +asinω2t), (6.11)




asinω2t if the jth agent is a relay for theith agent. In addition,
J
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Simulation for a Group of Four Agents
This systems is simulated first for four agents with initial positions as before:x1 = [0 0]T , x2 =
[10 −2]T , x3 = [6 −1]T andx4= [−12 1]T . The performance index parameters are of the same
values as of Figure 4.22 and are assumed to ba same for all the channels. Moreover, the following
constant parameters are selected:µ = 60,ω1 = 400,ω2 = 100,ωl = 4, ωh = 25,a= 0.05,k1 = 80
andk2 = 40. Note that, we selectedω1 andk1 greater thanω2 andk2 respectively. This is because
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the first are related with thedsd which has a larger scope thanθ associated withdsr. The topology
is assumed to be fixed for simplicity. The evolution of formation movement is shown in Figure 6.4.
Note that, compared to the noncooperative case, the connectivity is increased to 3 and the coverage
is expanded hugely. The estimated distances between the agents ar plotted over time in Figure
6.5. It is clear that the control reaches to the optimal separation distances effectively in less than 5
seconds.






























Figure 6.4: Evolution of formation movement and connectivity of DF
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Figure 6.5: Estimated separation distances
Simulation for a Group of Seven Agents
The same approach is extended for a group of seven agents. Thecontrol is designed as following.
Each four agents are assumed to be a cooperative communicatio subsystem as shown in the pre-
vious subsection. Thus, one agent must serve for both of the subsy tems to bridge them. We are
doing this in order to make it easy for both design and implementation process when the system is
further extended to a large number of agents. The simulationresult is shown in Figure 6.6. Unfor-
tunately, the three new agents coincide with the previous nodes since the controls of these nodes
are not linked.
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Figure 6.6: Evolution of formation movement and connectivity of DF
To solve this problem and to ensure that the navigation of thetwo subsystems are in a way that
expands the coverage to the maximum possible, we introducedtwo virtual leaders located at the
centers of mass of each subsystem. The dynamics of both of them are implemented in the bridging















wherer∗viv j is selected to be the same asr
∗
i j for the bridging agent in each subsystem. Since the
virtual leaders are located at the centers of each subsystem, th distance between any agent to the
leader is selected to be half of the source-destination distance for any agent in any subsystem.
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Hence the new dynamics become:















wherek = 1,2 representing the two virtual leaders. The remaining extremum seeking dynamics
are same as before. The system is simulated for the same paramete s as before and the three new
agents are initially located at:x5 = [10 20]T , x6 = [5 −1]T andx7 = [3 −10]T . The evolution
of formation and distance estimations are shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8 respectively. The results
reveal the efficiency of the proposed control law.







































Figure 6.7: Evolution of formation movement and connectivity of DF
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In this thesis, the problem of distributively and cooperatively controling a group of single anten-
na mobile nodes such that a communication quality level is ensured while expanding the com-
munication coverage to the possible maximum was investigated nd analysed. The cooperative
formation control problem of mobile agents was solved such that he proposed control cooper-
atively and exponentially move the agents to the optimal locati ns. The effects of using coop-
erative communication on the communication coverage and quality were studied and the results
showed promised achievements to the network. The networkedmobile agents locally form a virtual
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communication system, and they cooperatively commu-
nicate among them by using the decode and forward cooperativcommunication technique. The
outage probability was used as the measure of communicationquality and a general performance
index balancing outage probability and spatial dispersionwas proposed to give the optimal loca-
tions. The extremum seeking control approach was used to estimate and optimize the value of the
performance index, and the cooperative formation control was applied to move the mobile agents
to achieve the optimal solution by using only the locally available information. Through the inte-
gration of cooperative communication and cooperative control, network connectivity and coverage
of the mobile agents are improved when compared to either non-co perative communication ap-
proaches or other existing control results. The analyticalan lysis and simulations demonstrated
and illustrate the performance and robustness of the proposal methodology.
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Future Work
There are many issues that can be taken as a future research works. F r example, upgrading the
methodology and approaches to tackle variable topologies instead of fixed topologies assumed in
this work. Another issue is how to make the control switches from noncooperation to cooperation
of different number of relays depending on the current communication quality, coverage and other
control objectives. Furthermore, other cooperative communication techniques may provides better
performances in term of coverage and quality and hence they ne d to be studied to better solve the
problem. Testing these results in real time applications isan important future work through which
the control design may need to be improved.
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APPENDIX A: OUTAGE ANALYSIS MATLAB SOURCE CODES
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Let dsr=drd, vary theta and dsd






































































p1=A1* (1-exp(-Lsd * gamma1))+(1-A1)
* (a01 * (1-exp(-Lsd * gamma1))




p2=A1* A2* (1-exp(-Lsd * gamma2))+(1-A1)
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* A2* (a01 * (1-exp(-Lsd * gamma2))
+a10 * (1-exp(-Lr1d * gamma2)))+(1-A2) * A1
* (a02 * (1-exp(-Lsd * gamma2))
+a20 * (1-exp(-Lr2d * gamma2)))+
1-A1) * (1-A2) * (a01 * a02* (1-exp(-Lsd * gamma2))
+a10 * a12* (1-exp(-Lr1d * gamma2))+a20 * a21
* (1-exp(-Lr2d * gamma2)));
Pout2=[Pout2 p2];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%






























































title(’Best dsd for Pout<0.01’)
legend(’m=0’,’m=1’,’m=2’)
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rsdstar=620; %Best destance for outage probability
thetastar=55;













rsdhat=rhat(i); %rhat=[r14hat r23hat r41hat r32hat]
%thetahat=thetahat(i);
%thetahat=[theta1hat theta2hat theta3hat theta4hat]
rsr1hat=(rsdhat)/(2 * cosd(thetahat(i)));























p=A1* A2* (1-exp(-Lsd * gamma2))+(1-A1)
* A2* (a01 * (1-exp(-Lsd * gamma2))+a10 *
(1-exp(-Lr1d * gamma2)))+(1-A2) * A1*
(a02 * (1-exp(-Lsd * gamma2))+a20 *
(1-exp(-Lr2d * gamma2)))+(1-A1) *
(1-A2) * (a01 * a02* (1-exp(-Lsd * gamma2))
+a10 * a12* (1-exp(-Lr1d * gamma2))









term2=1-exp(-((rhat(i)+a * sin(wo1 * t))
/rsdmin)ˆvt);
term3=1-exp(-((thetahat(i)+a * sin(wo2 * t))
/thetamin)ˆvt);
term4=exp(-((rhat(i)+a * sin(wo1 * t))
/rsdstar)ˆvt);
term5=exp(-((thetahat(i)+a * sin(wo2 * t))
/thetastar)ˆvt);
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%rhatdot=[rhat1dot rhat2dot rhat3dot rhat4dot]
zdot(i)=-wl * z(i)+wl * (J(i)-e(i)) * a* sin(wo1 * t);
%zdot=[z1dot z2dot z3dot z4dot];
edot(i)=-wh * e(i)+wh * J(i);





zthetadot(i)=-wl * ztheta(i)+wl * (J(i)-etheta(i))
* a* sin(wo2 * t)
;%zthetadot=[ztheta1dot ztheta2dot ztheta3dot
ztheta4dot]











rsdhat=rhat(i)+a * sin(wo1 * t);
%rhat=[r14hat r23hat r41hat r32hat]
rsr1hat=(rsdhat)/(2 * cosd(thetahat(i)));

























Extremum_system_initials=[350 350 350 350 6
6 6 6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 40 40 40 40 0.5 0.5 0.5
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